As a gay man, my personal emotions got the better of me initially before the company decided to go ahead with the event, shares Chris McCarthy, president and CEO of MTV Entertainment Group Worldwide.

SPONSORED: Maps are just one way we record our relationship to physical places. In a new exhibition, northern artists explore the idea of cartography as a way of experiencing, sharing, and understanding the land around us.

A shocking new surveillance video is making its rounds in which a man can be seen reaching through the Covid-safe partition at a local McDonald’s to steal cash from the open register. In the video, offshore balancing in the American strategic culture, an alternative strategy for the Middle East.

Meetings are an essential component of knowledge sharing and consensus building within any effective enterprise. However, we’ve all fallen victim to the “fake meeting.”

However, these banking leaders receive millions of dollars in annual compensation. Their responsibility includes promoting cultures in their banks, whether through speeches and statements, employee training, and other methods. Some cultures, such as the Sicán and Chimú, instead used kilns that deprived the clay of oxygen as it fired, resulting in a surface ranging from brown to black.

Active Culture is a lively, counter service café founded on the belief that healthy food can taste amazing! We use whole grains, local organic eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables, and unique sauces or dressings that are made from scratch, in-house.

This Over-the-Counter Medication Can Kill COVID, Study
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This column “Point-Counter Point” is meant to evoke more questions than answers, to debate topics from both sides—not suggesting one is right, the other wrong. We invite your thoughts.

To surrender into the flow of Agnes — an ambitious, ever-crowded, 4-month-old restaurant and market on a bustling block in Old Pasadena — order the dish that best embodies its rhythm and wit: loaded.